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ABSTRACT 

• This letter introduces the LOOP binary descriptor that 

encodes rotation invariance into the main formulation 

itself.  

• This makes any post processing stage for rotation 

invariance redundant and improves on both accuracy 

and time complexity.  

• We consider fine-grained lepi doptera species 

recognition as the representative problem since it 

involves repetition of localized patterns and textures 

that may be exploited for discrimination.  

• We evaluate the performance of LOOP against its 

predecessors as well as few other popular descriptors.  



EXISTING SYSTEM 

• It is difficult to effectively train deep networks on 

such small specialized datasets, and hence fine tuned 

approaches like the present one still have practical 

significance.  

• An inherent shortcoming of both LBP and LDP, as 

well as many of the other related descriptors like 

MCT, LGP is that each assigns an ad hoc bias while 

sequencing the generated binary digits to form the 

binary word.  

• This is because the choice of the initial pixel of this 

circular sequence of bits determines the binary-to-

decimal conversion weight assigned.  



PROPOSED SYSTEM 

• We encapsulate rotation invariance into the main 

formulation of local binary descriptor, thus 

overcoming a drawback of most existing descriptors 

of the genre.  

• In the process we decrease post processing time 

complexity and increase accuracy of classification.  

• We present a new fine-grained image dataset of NZ 

Lepidoptera.  

• Small fine grained datasets can have significant real 

life applications, like endemic species recognition and 

bio-diversity analysis. 



HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

• Processor   - Intel  

• Speed   - 1.1 Ghz  

• RAM   - 256 MB(min)  

• Hard Disk   - 20 GB  

• Monitor   - SVGA 

 

 

 

 



SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

• Tool   - MATLAB R2012 

• Operating system - Windows Xp, 7 
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